
 
 

ITH Patch Perfect Pot Holder Set - Supplies and Notes  
Terry Cremers 

 505-280-2112  

 

Patch Perfect Pot Holder Set design CD 

 

Before Class  
Please starch and cut your fabric. My experience with Sue O’Very designs is that she uses the minimal 

amount of fabric. You may want to cut your fabric one-quarter to one-half inch larger than the 

instructions. I’ve added a quarter inch to the dimensions of the patchwork pieces that go down the 

center of each item.  

 

You may use either cork or fabric for the hanging loop and trim. I’ve included instructions as a separate 

file for a cloth hanging loop. The loop in either cork or fabric is optional and you can leave them off.  

 

This supply list is for all three designs, the skillet handle cover, the square mitt, and the giant mitten 

potholder. Pick one design to stitch in class. The handle cover is the easiest, the giant mitten potholder 

is next in difficulty and the square oven mitt is the most work because it requires two hoopings. If you 

finish your design in class, you can certainly start another, time permitting. 

 

 You will need cork OR material with non-fraying raw edge (vinyl, suede cloth) for the trim bands. If you 

want to use regular cloth instead of cork, bring some extra fabric to class and I’ll show you how to make 

the substitution in class.  

 

Materials for Skillet Handle Cover  

Stabilizer: 

Sheer cutaway (polymesh) to fit your hoop.  

Batting: 

Either insulated or non-insulated batting. The insulated batting didn’t feel all that insulated when 

potholders with both types of batting were beta-tested by Husband Dave.  

(1) front batting 4”x7-1/2”  

(2) back pocket/lining batting 4”x6-1/2”  

Cork or non-fraying fabric:  

(1) cork or fabric center patchwork 4-1/4”x2-1/4”  

(2) cork hanging loop 1/2”x6-1/2” OR  

(1) fabric hanging loop 2”x6” plus lightweight interfacing 1”x6” (see additional file)  



Outside fabric:  

(4) Different fabric pieces for front patchwork 4-1/4”x2-1/4”  

If you wish to omit the cork and use regular fabric throughout, you’ll need an extra piece of fabric, 4- 

1/4”x2-1/4”, for a total of five pieces.  

Lining:  

(1) Back pocket/lining 4”x13”  

(1) Front lining 4”x7-1/2”  

 

Materials for Giant Mitten  

Stabilizer:  

Sheer cutaway to fit hoop  

Batting:  

(1) Front batting 9”x13”  

(1) Back pocket/lining batting 9”x11-1/2”  

Cork:  

(2) Cork front trim band inserts 5/8”x12”  

(1) Cork hanging loop 1/2”x6-1/2” OR (1) fabric hanging loop 2”x6” plus lightweight interfacing 1”x6” 

(see additional file)  

Outside fabric:  

(5) different pieces for front patchwork 4-1/2”x3-1/2”  

(1) Left Front 4”x12” (1) Right Front 2”x12”  

Lining:  

(1) Front Lining 9”x13”  

(1) Back Pocket/Lining 9”x23”  

 

Materials for Square Oven Mitt  

Stabilizer:  

Enough sheer cutaway or tearaway to fit your hoop  

Insulated batting:  

(1) Front batting 7-1/2”x7-1/2” silver up (Hooping #1) You may use a double layer of batting here.  

(2) Back batting 7-1/2”x9” (Hooping #2)  

Cork:  

(2) 5/8”x7” front band inserts (Hooping #1)  

(1) Cork hanging loop 1/2”x6-1/2” (Hooping #2) OR (1) fabric hanging loop 2”x6” plus lightweight 

interfacing 1”x6” (see additional file) 

Outside fabric:  

(5) different pieces for front patchwork 4-3/4”x2-1/4” (Hooping #1)  

(1) Left Front 2-1/2”x7-1/2” (Hooping #1)  

(1) Right Front 2-1/2”x7-½” (Hooping #1  

Lining:  



(1) Front Lining 7-1/2”x8-1/2” (Hooping #1)  

(1) Inside Mitt 7-1/2”x9” (Hooping #2)  

(1) Back Lining 7-1/2”x9” (Hooping #2)  

 

Thread: 

Sewing thread and bobbin to match your fabric and trim.  

 

Embroidery Machine with Embroidery Unit 

1. Use the “red” sewing bobbin case.  

2. New #14 PURPLE TIP needle.  

 

Minimum Hoop Size 
(Please double check with your machine.) The design size is shown under the design name. For the 

Square Mitt, the size given is the larger of the two hoopings. 

 
Janome Machine 

15000 
12000 

 
11000 

 
9900 

 
S9 

 
500e 

 
550e 

Skillet Holder 
3.5”x7” 

SQ23 RE or SQ  RE20a RE20a RE20b RE20b 

Square Mitt 
6.35”x8.15” 

SQ23 MA No hoop No hoop RE28b RE36b 

Giant Mitten 
11.79”x7.55 

GR No hoop No hoop No hoop No hoop RE36b 

 

Before class (prep time for class is about two hours):  
1. Please load a design on your machine. If you need help loading the design, come to class a few 

minutes early and I’ll help you.  

2. Starch and cut your fabric and select your threads.  

3. If you want to follow along and make notes, please print a copy of the instructions that are on 

your design CD. I’ll bring a copy of the instructions to share.  

4. Make the hanging loop.  

 

Other Stuff  
1. Regular scissors for trimming the final project.  

2. Embroidery scissors for snipping threads. Turning tool, OESD Expert Point and Press Tool, Purple 

Thang, chopstick (clean), or your favorite tool for turning points.  

3. Embroidery tape or blue painter’s tape. Extra fabric, just in case 

 

COVID Safety Protocols: Full vaccinations and proper fitting masks are mandatory for all students and 

teachers. Please be courteous to the other students and the teacher by arriving 10 minutes before class 

starts (but not earlier), to set up your machine. No food allowed in class. Do not come to class if you are 

not feeling well. PLEASE CALL IN ADVANCE 505-424-3242, IF YOUR PLANS CHANGE AND/OR YOU ARE 



UNABLE TO ATTEND. Other customers are eager to take this class and our teachers make special 

commitments to be here for our students. 


